Total Shoulder Arthroplasty Using a Bone-Sparing, Precision Multiplanar Humeral Prosthesis
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Take-Home Points

- Bone-preserving shoulder arthroplasty is now available and rapidly growing in the US.
- The calibrated, multiplanar instruments and prosthesis shown here allow surgeons to recreate the normal humerus shape with high precision.
- The elliptical, non-spherical design of the humerus prosthesis has shown improved shoulder kinematics compared to standard spherical prostheses.
- The implant rests on dense bone proximal to the anatomic neck where bone support is strong.
- Glenoid implant insertion is routinely performed using this technique and access is facilitated by the angled bone resections.

The success of total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) is largely dependent on how accurate the proximal humeral anatomy is reconstructed and the glenohumeral relationships are restored. \(^1\,^4\) Numerous studies have demonstrated a relationship of worse clinical outcomes and implant failure with nonanatomic implant placement. \(^5\,^8\) The majority of arthroplasty systems rely on surgeon-dependent decision-making to determine the location of the border of the articular surface and, ultimately, the amount and location of bone to be resected. Even in experienced hands, the ability to reproducibly restore the joint line is inconsistent. \(^3\)

In contrast, the majority of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) systems have been designed with instrumentation that guides the surgeon precisely regarding where and how much femoral bone must be resected, and the corresponding implant is designed with the same thickness to preserve the location of the joint line. Cutting block instrumentation rather than freehand cuts enables reproducibility of TKA while being performed for an estimated
To achieve similar high levels of reproducibility in shoulder arthroplasty, a new technique was developed based on the principle of providing instrumentation to assist the surgeon in accurately restoring the proximal humeral joint line. This technical article describes the technique of using a multiplanar instrumented cutting system and matching implants to perform TSA. The technique shown was previously studied and was found to allow surgeons to recreate the original anatomy of the humerus with very high precision.

The humeral prosthesis described in this article has an articular surface that is slightly elliptical to more closely match the actual shape of the humerus bone. Biomechanical studies have demonstrated that implants designed with a nonspherical shape have more similar motion and kinematics to those of the native humeral head. The undersurface of the implant has a concave four-plane geometry that matches with the bone cuts created by the cutting guides (Figures 1, 2).

This provides rotation stability, and the implant rests on the strong subchondral bone of the proximal humerus proximal to the anatomic neck rather than relying on metaphyseal bone or canal fixation, as recommended by Aldoistui. It also allows optimal implant placement with complete freedom with respect to inclination, version, and medial/posterior offset from the humeral canal.

The implant respects the relationship of the rotator cuff insertion and has a recessed superior margin to keep both the implant and the saw blade 3 mm to 5 mm away from the supraspinatus fibers to protect the rotator cuff from iatrogenic injury.

## Technique

The technique described in this article uses the Catalyst CSR Total Shoulder System (Catalyst OrthoScience), which was cleared to treat arthritis of the shoulder by the US Food and Drug Administration in May 2016.

A standard deltopectoral incision is made, and the surgeon dissects the interval between the pectoralis major medially and the deltoid laterally. The subscapularis can be incised by tenotomy; alternatively, the surgeon can perform a subscapularis peel or a lesser tuberosity osteotomy using this technique.

Once the glenohumeral joint is exposed, the surgeon delivers the humeral head anteriorly. A preferred method is to place a Darrach retractor between the humeral head and the glenoid, and a cobra or a second Darrach retractor behind the superolateral humeral head superficial to the supraspinatus tendon. By simultaneously pressing on both retractors and externally rotating the patient’s arm, the humeral head is delivered anteriorly. Osteophytes on the anterior and inferior edge of the humeral head are generously removed at this time using a rongeur.

Using a pin guide, the long 3.2-mm guidewire pin is drilled under power into the center of the articular surface. The pin guide is then removed, leaving the pin in the center of the humerus (Figure 3).

Next, the surgeon slides the cannulated reamer over the long guidewire pin and under power removes a small portion of the humeral head subchondral bone until the surgeon feels and observes that the reamer is no longer removing bone (Figure 4). The patent-pending reamer design prevents the surgeon from removing more than a few millimeters of bone, after which point the reamer spins on the surface of the bone without resecting further.

The surgeon is aware that the reamer has achieved its desired depth when it is no longer creating new bone...
shavings, and the surgeon can hear and feel that the reamer is spinning and no longer cutting. Then the surgeon
removes the reamer.

The surgeon places the first humeral cut guide over the long guidewire pin, oriented superiorly-inferiorly and
secures the guide using 4 short pins, and the long pin is removed. The surgeon uses an oscillating saw to cut the
anterior and posterior plane cuts through the saw captures in the cut guide (Figure 5). The humeral cut guide and
short pins are removed (Figure 6).

The surgeon then applies the second humeral cut guide to the proximal humerus and secures it using 2 short pins.
The surgeon then uses the 6-mm drill to drill the 4 holes for the pegs of the implant. The top portion of the guide
is removed, and the surgeon makes the superior and inferior cuts along the top and bottom surfaces of the guide
using an oscillating saw (Figure 7).

The surgeon then uses a rongeur to slightly round the edges of the 4 corners at the periphery of the humerus. The
second humeral cut guide and short pins are removed (Figure 8).

Next, the surgeon trials humeral implants to determine the correct implant size (Figure 9). Once the proper
humeral size is chosen, the trial is removed and the humeral cover is placed over the prepared humeral head. The
surgeon then proceeds to glenoid preparation (Figure 10), which is easily accessible and facilitated by angled
planar cuts on the humeral head. Glenoid technique will be discussed in a subsequent article.

After glenoid preparation and insertion, the humerus is delivered anteriorly. The proximal humerus is washed and
dried, and cement is applied to the peg holes in the humerus bone and the underside of the humeral implant. The
implant is then inserted using the humeral impactor to apply pressure and assure that the implant is fully seated.
Once the humeral cement is hardened, the glenohumeral joint is irrigated and closure begins. Postoperative
radiograph is shown in Figure 11.

**Discussion**

Numerous authors have demonstrated that accurate implant placement is crucial for restoring normal glenoid
kinematics and motion,\(^1\) while some authors have reported worsening clinical outcomes and higher rates of pain
and implant loosening when the implants were not placed anatomically.\(^2\) This is such an important concept that it
essentially was the primary inspiration for creating this TSA system. In addition, the system utilizes a
nonspherical, elliptical humeral head that more closely matches the anatomy of the proximal humerus,\(^14,15\) and this
type of shape has shown improved biomechanics in laboratory testing.\(^12\)

Good results have been demonstrated in restoring the normal anatomy using stemmed devices on the radiographic
analysis of cadavers.\(^16\) The creation of stemmed implants with variable inclination and offset has improved
computer models\(^17\) compared with previous studies,\(^18\) with the exception of scenarios with extreme offset.

In theory, resurfacing implants and implants without a canal stem should have a better implant placement than
that with stemmed implants; however, the ability to restore the center of rotation was even worse for resurfacing
prostheses, with 65% of all implants being measured as outliers postoperatively in one study.\(^19\) Most of the
resurfacing implants and their instrumentation techniques offer little to help the surgeon control for implant
height. The depth of the reaming is variable, not calibrated, and not correlated with the implant size, frequently
leading to overstuffing after surgery. Second, the use of spherical prostheses forces the surgeon to choose
between matching the superior-inferior humeral size, leading to overhang of the implant, or matching the
anteroposterior, leading to frequent undersizing in the coronal plane. The nonspherical, elliptical head shape can
potentially simplify implant selection.

In summary, new techniques have been developed in an attempt to achieve increased consistency and precision in TSA. By more accurately reproducing the proximal humeral anatomy, it is proposed that clinical outcomes in terms of the range of motion and patient satisfaction may also be improved through newer techniques. Cadaver studies have validated the anatomic precision of this technique. Clinical data comprising of patient-reported outcome measures and radiographic outcome studies are currently underway for this arthroplasty system.
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*Figure 1. The undersurface of the humeral head implant demonstrating a four-plane geometry.*
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**Figure 1.** Long 3.2-mm guidewire pin in the center of the humeral head.

**Figure 2.** Lateral view of the humeral head implant.

**Figure 4.** Cannulated plunge reamer inserted over the long 3.2-mm guidewire pin.
Figure 5. Anterior planar cut being made using an oscillating saw through humeral head cut guide No. 1.

Figure 6. View of the humeral head after the anterior and posterior cuts, and after the removal of humeral head cut guide No. 1.
Figure 7. Modular humeral head cut guide No. 2 after the removal of the top portion.

Figure 8. View of the humeral head after the superior and inferior cuts, and the removal of humeral head cut guide No. 2.

Figure 9. Humeral head trial sizing.
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